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NVIDIA QUADRO GPUs BRING
ICE TO LIFE WITH IMMERSIVE
DESIGN STUDIOS

CUSTOMER PROFILE
IMMERSIVE Design Studios develops highly immersive live
digital installations, integrating art and technology to
revolutionize the way that brands connect with audiences.
Founders Thomas Soetens and Kora Van den Bulcke
combine their backgrounds in art and architecture to
create and oversee each project from beginning to end,
including: target market research, development, and
technological integration. Leveraging NVIDIA GPUs with
proprietary software, IMMERSIVE builds impactful
audience experiences.

CHALLENGE
The 21,273 seat Bell Centre in Montreal is known among
sports fans for incorporating cutting edge technology into
its live games and pre-show performances. Aiming to take
their dynamic visual displays to another level, the Bell
Centre sought out IMMERSIVE and AV systems integration
leader Solotech to project 6K resolution video feeds directly
onto the ice rink surface.
IMMERSIVE’s installations are typically heavy technological
undertakings, requiring complex interactive digital
environments and fully synced AV projections at extremely
high resolutions. Their pipeline uniquely augments game
engines for AV applications – such as rendering live
stereoscopic camera feeds in real-time. The IMMERSIVE
team often encountered AV hardware limitations that led to
compromised quality during image processing and latency
issues during projection.
Timing was also a challenge. Over eight hours were
required to set up the projectors for an installation at a
venue such as the Bell Center. Complicating things further,
was the refractive nature of the ice surface, which distorted
the traditional projection of an image – resulting in blurring.
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SOLUTION
IMMERSIVE’s R&D team decided to build NVIDIA GPUs into
a new pipeline in order to complete image processing at the
source, thereby eliminating the cumbersome AV tools that
traditionally live between the image feed and the projector.
They developed a tool called CANVAS_ICE, which enables
6K projections onto arena ice.
“The AV industry is lagging behind the gaming industry in
terms of being able to leverage GPU technology,” explains
Soetens. “Companies like ours that work on installations
and projection mapping need to warp and blend
interactively. Finding hardware to support this is a constant
struggle. We realized that the best way to work efficiently in
6K and reduce the complexity of the physical CANVAS_ICE
installation would be to really focus on GPU capabilities thereby eliminating some of the AV technology that was
slowing us down.”
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CANVAS_ICE required image warping and blending with 12
overlapping projectors - each set of 6 projectors mapping in
6K onto the arena ice at the Bell Centre. IMMERSIVE used
NVIDIA Quadro K6000 GPUs to drive simple and intuitive
proprietary software dubbed CANVAS to manually calibrate
the installation in less than three minutes. IMMERSIVE
configured two custom PCs, each with two Quadro K6000
GPUs, to drive six projectors each. The computers were
genlocked together so that every frame would be drawn at
exactly the same time for perfectly synchronized output.
With the Quadro K6000s, IMMERSIVE could efficiently
manage image processing - even at 6K resolution and high
frame rates, and up to 12 projectors running simultaneously
there was zero latency during projection.
In addition, each projector output was optimized to
overcome the ice’s natural blurring effect by processing the
images at 12 times HD, or 240,000 Lumens of light output,
which the Quadro K6000s handled seamlessly. This
proprietary ice optimization is the first of its kind, and the
resulting spectacular images are only possible with
CANVAS_ICE. At the Bell Centre, only 40% of CANVAS’
available processing power was being used. Each CANVAS
can run 16K of image processing resolution, twice as much
as any other solution available on the market. CANVAS can
also be daisy-chained with a limitless number of other
CANVAS computers as necessary - allowing over 100
projectors to be synchronized. There is almost no limit to
the number of projectors that can be driven.
“The level of image processing we needed for CANVAS_ICE
to be a success would not have been possible without
NVIDIA’s Quadro K6000,” said Soetens. “Our CANVAS
software combined with GPUs lets the computer treat the
ice as one complete image, with all projectors controlled
simultaneously to automatically recalibrate and recalculate
every single frame passing through each projector in
tandem – something that is virtually impossible to do with
any other solution. Furthermore, the K6000 can handle
double the capacity of any other top-quality image
processor on the market, at a fraction of the price. Running
our pipeline on the GPU has enabled us to outperform the
best, most expensive AV solutions out there. It’s also far
easier to implement – our CANVAS software can be
installed on any computer equipped with a professional
graphics card.”
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In addition to the above-described benefits, the Quadro
K6000 also cut projector calibration time from 8-12 hours
down to just three minutes. “Calibration used to be a
nightmare, especially at a multi-use venue like the Bell
Centre where there is hardly any time to readjust the
projectors in between events,” Soetens commented. “You’d
have to adjust each projector one by one until they all
looked right. Now we can quickly calibrate the projectors
simultaneously before games and feel confident before a
live show gets underway.”

“CANVAS_ICE’s success would not have
been possible without NVIDIA’s Quadro
K6000.”
IMPACT
Hockey pre-game shows are not typically televised especially ice projections - since the image quality, which is
often poor to begin with, decreases even further in
broadcast. However after seeing CANVAS_ICE tests and its
impeccably clear imagery, the Bell Centre decided to make
CANVAS_ICE the first ever live televised hockey pregame show.
“CANVAS software is really the Holy Grail of image warping
and blending,” explained Soetens. “It runs at 10x the
resolution that it outputs in order to experiment with
sub-pixel alignments, which means that we can move every
pixel in an entire image by only one-tenth of a pixel at a time.
It’s so precise that we can make things align to a degree
almost imperceptible by the naked eye. Every part of
CANVAS is designed to outperform all other AV solutions,
without compromising usability and speed.”
Soetens concluded, “IMMERSIVE’s CANVAS software
basically takes all of the complexities of projection mapping
and puts them onto the GPU, which can calculate warping
and pixel mapping ultra-efficiently. Rather than thinking
about how to accomplish something, you just tell the
computer what you want to see. Thanks to the NVIDIA
Quadro GPU, we can genlock every CANVAS computer in a

potentially infinite pipeline – since daisy-chaining doesn’t
add complexity. Moving forward we’ll be able to do much
more than pre-game shows – such as filming an entire
hockey game in one venue while projecting it in live 6K at
another venue. While CANVAS_ICE caters to ice projections,
CANVAS software can also be augmented for different
types of surfaces such as buildings or curved surfaces. The
possibilities for future applications are very exciting.”
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AT A GLANCE
CUSTOMER PROFILE
Company: IMMERSIVE Design
Studios
Industry: Live digital installations
Region: U.S. and Canada
Size: 12 employees

> They developed a GPU-based
pipeline to handle 6K image
processing and simultaneous
projector control.
> NVIDIA GPUs led to incredibly
successful ice projection with the
potential to expand capabilities in
the future.

SUMMARY
> A leading digital installations
company was experiencing AV
bottlenecks.

SOFTWARE
Proprietary CANVAS_ICE software
HARDWARE
Custom PCs with NVIDIA Quadro
K6000 GPUs

REASONS FOR MULTI-GPU SETUP
> Quadro K6000 surpassed all
other available AV solutions to
process images interactively
at 6K.
> Quadro K6000 cut projector
calibration times from 8-12 hours
to just three minutes.
> Quadro K6000 drives proprietary
CANVAS_ICE software,
controlling multiple projectors
simultaneously and treating the
projection as one seamless
image.

To learn more about NVIDIA Quadro, go to www.nvidia.com/quadro
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